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Origin of dark matter

• Observation:                  .

• Our universe contains a baryon number 
asymmetry. In the SM, baryon number is an 
approximate global symmetry           .

• Asymmetric Dark Matter (ADM):  also has an 
asymmetry in today’s number density, defined by 
another global symmetry             .

ΩB ∼ ΩDM

U(1)B

U(1)DM



ADM
• Connect the dynamics of baryon 

asymmetry generation to that of 
dark matter.

• Many models.. what usually expected

• GeV scale DM: similar chemical potential, equilibrium

• Light force mediator: get rid of symmetric relic density 

DM DM†

• Interesting phenomena, but not simple enough, and 
has nothing to do with the origin of asymmetry.

• Take a critical view of these features in this talk.



The Minimal ADM

• Our motivation: how concise can the minimal and 
renormalizable ADM model be?

• We shall show, in a simple setup,  ADM mass lies 
at weak scale, no need of light force mediators.

• Simple setup, yet rich dynamics.

• This minimal model has interesting predictions in 
direct detection, Higgs physics, and at low energy.

Cheung, YZ, arXiv:1306.4321, JHEP



History of symmetries
• Baryon number side:

• EW baryogenesis: minimal framework, 2HDM.

• SM gauge structure,              broken by sphaleron

• generate B+L in presence of CP violation

• erase B+L when CPV disappears (inverse process).

• A first order electroweak phase transition: 

• CPV originates from top quark-bubble wall interaction.

• B+L quickly restored by turning on Higgs VEV.

U(1)B+L



History of symmetries
• Dark matter side:

• To generate the asymmetry with a           number, 
must also break it.  Also must avoid dangerous 
washout processes.

• Without gauge structure: restore the symmetry 
quickly enough, use first order phase transition.

• Simply turn off a scalar field VEV charged under 
the           - need symmetry restoration at low 
temperature.

U(1)DM

U(1)DM



Combine two histories
• Can restore two symmetries 

in a single phase transition?

S

HuO
vew

• Both directions can be tachyonic at the PhT.

• Doublet has more gauge/Yukawa interactions, so 
the transition can happen in correct direction.

m2
s(T ) ∼ −µ2

s + 3λss
2 +

T 2

12
(λs + · · · )

• Thermal masses:

m2
h(T ) ∼ −µ2

h + 3λh2 +
T 2

12
(λ+ g2 + y2t + · · · )
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• A tree-level barrier term 
is required

Barrier

• The coupling     seems too large for the singlet to 
be DM - additional particle from dark sector.

α

α|Hu|2|S|2 > 0
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• Hint so far: modify EW baryogenesis framework 
to generate the DM asymmetry at same time.

α � 0.5

Cheung, YZ, arXiv:1306.4321, JHEP



Common CPV source
• We are interested in renormalizable couplings, 

only possible when couple DM to Higgs fields.

• Asymmetry in the Higgs doublet fields?

• During EW baryogenesis, top quark scatters on 
the wall and picks up a chiral charge asymmetry.

B+L asymmetry

ntL − nt̄L �= 0
sphaleron

Yukawa
Higgs asymmetry
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• Simplest nontrivial operator

• Introduce two oppositely 
charged singlets.

Transfer operator

• If      is in charge of the phase transition, the 
lighter state      will be the dark matter candidate.

• Symmetry restoration: L invariant under U(1)DM
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Chemical potentials
• VEV structure:

• Spontaneous baryogenesis language:
µB ∼ µtL ∼ θ̇2

�Hd� = v1e
iθ1(x,T )

, �Hu� = v2e
iθ2(x,T )

µS1 = −µS2 ∼ θ̇1 + θ̇2

• Final asymmetries depends on chemical potential 
and the interaction rates.

nB ∼ ∆θ2Γsph nS1,2 ∼ ∆(θ1 + θ2)ΓHuHd→S1S2

• Notice,                           . We only explain the 
common the origin. DM mass constrained by 
pheno.  An example, 

ΓHuHd→S1S2 ∼ |�|2

� = 10−3 ⇒ mS1 ∼ 100GeV

Cheung, YZ, arXiv:1306.4321, JHEP



Dynamics after PhT
• Worry about      decay. If                  and all decays 

into     , may cancel the final asymmetry in     .

• After the phase transition,        cannot settle down 
to zero immediately, will oscillate and damp - cause 
the consumption of      asymmetry. 

S2

S∗
1 S1

nS2 = −nS1

�S2�

S

V

• Oscillation is much faster 
than damping, or the 
evaporation rate.

S2

• Only the     asymmetry stays.S1
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• Direct detection: no contradiction - with two 
doublet, possible to arrange for cancellation in the 
direct detection amplitude.

• Invisible decay: heavier than half of the Higgs mass.

Annihilation
• ADM must annihilate faster 

than WIMP.

• In this picture, enough 
annihilate via Higgs portal.
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Other predictions

• A CP violating Higgs sector (2HDM).

• The lightest Higgs boson is essentially a mixture 
of CP even and odd eigenstates.

• It is possible to observe CP violating nature of the 
Higgs boson couplings at LHC, also in EDM.

• Currently still consistent with data.
Shu, YZ, arXiv:1304.0773, PRL



Conclusion
• We construct a simple model of ADM based on 

the electroweak baryogenesis picture.

• Common origin for baryon and DM asymmetries, 
but they never equilibrated with each other.

• The DM mass lies at weak scale, and Higgs portal 
is enough for depleting symmetric relic density. 
No need of light mediator.

• Connect to CP violating Higgs signals at LHC, and 
contribution to EDMs.

Thank you!


